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News from Mrs. Debraski in the Stony Brook Library 
 

Students at Stony Brook started the year with a surprise in the library-new furniture! 

Our new tables and chairs are movable, which lets us arrange them in all kind of 

configurations depending on our activities. We are so excited about this new look 

and new functionality! 

 

 
 

 

     
 

 



 

  

Students were very excited to share what they read over the summer.  Throughout 

the year we will continue to share authors and stories that excite us, as we build and 

develop our community of readers. 4th graders are excited to borrow new formats, 

including audiobooks and dvds. They are also exploring the concept that “books give  

us wings.” 

 

      
 

 

During library classes, both 4th and 5th graders will be introduced to or expand on 

research skills, digital citizenship, and basic practical library skills. We are looking 

forward to a terrific year! 
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  Mrs. Felix's Fourth Grade 

 There is a special message that the book, Maybe 

Something Beautiful teaches: even the smallest gesture can 

accomplish something big. After reading the book in class, 

discussing the importance of that message, and unveiling our 

own unique talents that each of us possesses that can be 

shared, the students then came up with ideas of positivity 

that they could share with their school community.   

 On September 20, the entire school student population 

went out onto the blacktop and wrote their positive messages 

to share with each other.  What you see in the picture above 

are some examples of what the students in our class created.  

The end result was a beautiful, colorful collage of positive 

messages to remind all of us of the wonderful support that 

the students of Stony Brook offer one another.  Great job!  



 

  

 

 

  

Students and Teacher  

are Both New to 4th Grade 

 

Even though both students and 

Mrs. Felix are new to fourth 

grade, the year has gotten off to 

a great start!  The students have 

transitioned rather nicely into 

Stony Brook School; it's almost 

like they've been here for years!  

Mrs. Felix, after having taught 

5
th
 grade at Stony Brook since 

2001, is enjoying this new grade 

very much and the group of 

students she has are making her 

transition quite easy since they 

are all great kids :) 

 

Language Arts, Math, and Social 

Studies classes are all underway.  

The students are busy at work.  

In LA, books are being read, 

characters being explored, 

Reading Logs being kept, 

fictional narratives are starting 

to be developed, grammar lessons 

are being taught through the 

DOLs, and soon we will begin Word 

Study and TC testing to find the 

current reading levels. 

Math has focused on identifying 

place value, writing numbers in 

expanded form, rounding, 

estimation, number stories, and 

traditional addition.  The 

students have started using the 

online program, ALEKS, to work on 

their individual skills, and have 

access to Everyday Math online 

which allows them to view the 
Student Reference Book. 

In Social Studies, the students 

have started to learn about New 

Jersey.  They've gone on an 

information Scavenger Hunt and 

just started to design their own 

updated NJ State Seal with 

symbols that are relevant to 

today's New Jerseyans. 

 

We are looking forward to a lot 

of fun! 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Lift a Flap ...and Learn About: 

With this activity, the students got to learn about each 

others', and Mrs. Felix's, favorite book, best thing about 

this summer, a talent that one has, favorite food, and more.  

Come to our class to find out what we like! 



 

Important Upcoming Dates 

 

Team RiFi News 

Welcome 

to 5
th

 

Grade  
 

Here are a few reminders from the 
office: 

  If you plan to pick your child up early from 
school, please send a note with your child’s 
full name, teacher’s name, and if applicable, 
scout leader’s name, to school with your 
child. Please keep in mind that we require a 
signed note from a legal parent/guardian to 
release a child from school.  If your plans 
change during the day, you may call the office 
prior to 2:15.  We ask for your full 
cooperation, as this procedure is in place to 
oversee the safety of every child. 

  When there is a change in parent pick-up 
schedule due to an activity ending, you must 
send a note stating the change. 

  Any change in student pick-ups, scouts, etc. 
must be submitted in writing to the teacher 
and office. 

  As we keep track of all students, it is 
imperative that you send in daily notes for 
pick up for your child.  We cannot accept 
weekly notes, however, we will allow one 
note for yearly pick-up for specific days of the 
week (i.e. CCD) this does not include scouts. 

  If you e-mail your child’s teacher with any 
information related to arrival, dismissal, or 
attendance, please 
copy sbsoffice@branchburg.k12.nj.us 

  No change in pick-up can be 
accommodated after 2:30 pm. 

  All parents/designees must sign your child 
out before leaving the school building. 

  When picking students up from parent pick 
up, all parents/designees will be required to 
show     ID before signing out their child. 

 

Tips on Helping Your Child 

with Organization! 

*Your child should be using the “Pack-Up Post-it” strategy 

daily, where he/she records the materials that are needed to 

pack-up throughout the day. This way when the student gets to 

the locker, he/she knows exactly what to pack-up. This same 

“Pack-Up Post-it” can be used to re-pack your child’s 

backpack at home once homework is complete. 

*Each morning. your child should review the schedule for the 

day that is taped in the Agenda, so he/she knows what to 

expect for the day when they arrive at Stony Brook. 

*Have a “Homework Conference” each night with your child, 

where he/she shows you the Agenda and completed homework 

assignments together. 

September 27 October 1-8 

Week of Respect 

 

 

F A L L  2 0 1 8  

Back to School 

Night 

7pm  

October 8 

 
Single Session Day 

mailto:sbsoffice@branchburg.k12.nj.us


 

 Meet Team RiFi 

Reading 
 

The beginning of the year brings new 

excitement to the world of Reading. As 5th 

graders, our first unit will be Interpretation 

Book Clubs. Our reading focus will be 

exploring Realistic Fiction texts to analyze 

theme, character change, and develop 

specific textual evidence in support of our 

developing theories. Students will grow 

these ideas in their Readers Notebook, 

using our mini lesson topics and “Resource” 

additions. In Book Clubs, the students will 

be breaking down their daily reading 

amounts and noting them on their Reading 

Calendar. This is attached to the Reading 

Log.  Students are responsible for keeping 

up with their Club agreed-upon pages, so 

they can be active participants in their Book 

Club discussions.    

*Towards the end of September, students 

will begin their Reading Responses. Please 

see the schedule calendar taped into the 

back of the Agenda, as well as, the 

assignment example and rubric on Google 

Classroom and in the Readers NB. 

 

This year our authors will begin work on their 5th grade 

portfolio by writing Small Moment Narratives.  These 

narratives will hone in on bringing a special moment in the 

writer’s life alive for the reader. Some techniques that the 

students will develop are adding tension and drama to their 

story, “exploding a moment”-telling it bit by bit, and developing 

a theme in their story. During the revising and editing phases of 

our unit, the students will be learning about how to participate 

in an effective writing conference, both with a peer and an 

adult. We will be calling on our parents to participate in this 

process by conferencing with your son/daughter to provide 

effective feedback using our rubric and checklist tools. Stay 

tuned! 

In the month of September, the students took the Developmental 

Spelling Assessment (DSA) to pre-assess their current Word Study 

knowledge. Based on the results, students will work on patterns 

and features to meet their needs as word investigators. Word Study 

runs for 2 cycles before the assessment. The students have Word 

Study assignments that they begin in class and then finish prior to 

their assessment. The students are provided a paper copy of the 

Word Study List and Centers. Students are encouraged to review 

their words and sorts each night with a parent. 

Writing 

Word Study 

This year Ms. Figel and Ms. Rimmler will be 

teaching the Team RiFi students. Ms. Figel will 

be teaching Math, Science, and Social Studies. 

Ms. Rimmler will be teaching Language   Arts 

and Health 

Language Arts  
Nook 

 

*Thank you to our Team RiFi parents 
for all of your support, partnership, 
and enthusiasm over the past few 
weeks. We are looking for a wonderful 
school year with you and your children! 

* 

 



 

Adam and Formus Class News 
 

The 2018-2019 school year is off to a great start in the Adam/Formus homeroom.   

We have gotten to know each other and are adjusting to the classroom routines and 

expectations of 5th grade.  We have spent the early days of school establishing a 

positive classroom climate through our Responsive Classroom and Growth Mindset 

activities.  We started the school year by reading the book, Maybe Something 

Beautiful by F. Isabel Campoy and Theresa Howell.  This beautifully illustrated book 

describes the transformation of a community through art.  The entire student body 

then transformed the blacktop by the playground by writing positive messages and 

drawings in chalk. 

 

 
 

 

In math, we have begun our first unit and are focusing on the concept of area. While 

this concept has been introduced in previous years, the students are now finding 

area of rectangles with fractional side lengths.  We have been practicing a variety of 

strategies and are using “tiles” to help us make sense of the procedures.  We are 

presently exploring the concept of volume through the use of various strategies and 

formulas.   

 



 

 

Our first science unit focuses on the concept of gravity.  By carefully observing a 

rather common event such as the dropping of a pen, students have begun to work 

collaboratively to develop and research questions about this phenomena.  As we 

focus on the Next Generation Science Standards, students will create models and 

presentations to demonstrate their research findings. 

 

Using a variety of resources, we will focus on the formation of our nation in Social 

Studies.  We begin with a look at the first Americans as we study how various Native 

American culture groups used the natural resources available to shape their way of 

life.  We will continue with how European explorers impacted the formation of 

settlements and eventually the colonies. 

 

We look forward to a great year in 5th grade!    



 

Stony Brook Physical Education 
 

 

 

Welcome back! I hope everyone enjoyed their summer vacation and is off to a great 

start for the 2018-2019 school year! I want to first off start by introducing myself. My 

name is Miss. Sheridan and I am the new Physical Education teacher here at Stony 

Brook Elementary School joining Mr. Clark. I am super excited to work with all the 

students and watch them grow this school year. We are off to a great start this year 

in the Physical Education. The students will be learning various types of fitness 

movements, cooperation activities along with different manipulative skills that will 

be put into game like settings. We are looking forward to working with the students 

and promoting the benefits of physical activity in the gymnasium. We are very 

grateful for all of your support.  

 

Feel free to follow us on twitter @stonybrookpe  for pictures and videos to get a 

glimpse inside the Physical Education classroom at Stony Brook.  

 

 

https://twitter.com/stonybrookpe


 

News from Mrs. Scholp – Occupational Therapist 
 

 

It was Occupational Therapy with a TWIST this week as students played “Finger 

Twister” to work on finger dexterity and finger isolation, skills necessary for tasks 

including self-help, handwriting, and other school-related activities. 

 

 
 

 
 



 

News from the Language Arts Instructional Support Program 

 

The Leveled Literacy Intervention program created by Irene Fountas and Gay Pinnell 

is used during language arts instructional support to reinforce skills students learn in 

their language arts classrooms. This program uses a variety of leveled fiction and 

nonfiction texts to explore areas of high interest.  Some of the topics include 

animals, museums, history, careers, biographies, as well as a variety of realistic, 

fantasy, and folktale stories.  Students use pre-reading strategies to make 

predictions and connections with the texts before reading.  During reading, fluency 

and decoding skills are addressed in order to help each student achieve success.  

Comprehension of plot, setting, characters, and theme are some areas that are 

explored too.  When reading nonfiction texts, main idea, text features, key details, 

and vocabulary are discussed to ensure understanding.  For information about this 

program, check out the following website:  http://www.fountasandpinnell.com/lli/ 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fountasandpinnell.com/lli/


Instructional Support - Math 
Mrs. Vadimsky 
 

 
As we approach the last week in September, students and teachers are becoming 

accustomed to their schedules and routines.  Both grades are adjusting nicely—the 

fifth graders to their lockers and switching classes, and our fourth graders to the 

transition to a new school.   Instructional Support teachers in math and language arts 

got a much earlier start this year making our schedules and groups, and we were able 

to provide targeted instruction to our small groups of students the first full week of 

school.   

 

For those parents whose children are new to Instructional Support, you may question 

what does this targeted instruction look like in math?  Instructional Support today is 

not synonymous with Basic Skills Instruction of the past.  Students today still receive 

support in any areas of weakness—gaps in knowledge—but the focus of instruction is 

on teaching the standards for both mathematical content and practice, both 

conceptually and procedurally.   In other words, Instructional Support Math teachers 

work with students on the same grade-level math they are doing in their classrooms.  

We support our students using the same best practices that their teachers use in the 

classroom.  And, we give our students the additional time that they may need to 

learn a topic.  So, what have our math students been working on and what will they 

be learning in the weeks ahead?   

 

Fourth grade students have been working on concepts related to place value; place 

value charts, base 10 blocks, and number lines are typically used, as needed, to 

teach these concepts.  They have been making estimates and writing equations to 

solve multi-step addition and subtraction word problems.  They will learn the U.S. 

Traditional methods for addition and subtraction, convert U.S Customary units of 

length using a 2-column table, find perimeter, and work on geometry concepts, i.e.,  



 

drawing points, lines, line segments, rays, parallel and perpendicular lines, and 

acute, right, and obtuse angles, and identifying all of these properties in 2-

dimensional shapes.   

 

Our fifth grade students have been working on converting expressions written in 

word form to numerical expressions.  They typically use unit squares to find the area 

of rectangular shapes having fractional side lengths, and centimeter or snap cubes to 

find volume when counting unit cubes before learning to use formulas for finding 

volume and applying their knowledge of volume to solve real world problems.   

 

Just as a “heads up,” the MAP assessments for reading and math will be given on 

Tuesday, September 25th and Wednesday, September 26th, with make-ups to follow.   

Back-to-School Night will be on Thursday, the 27th at 7:00pm.  If you have the time, 

drop by our rooms-- C3 for the math teachers, and C5 for the language arts teachers.  

We look forward to seeing our fifth-grade parents again and to meeting our fourth-

grade parents!   

 
 


